
TMA4315: Generalised Linear Models Fall 2009

Assignment 3: Models for Binomial data

Deadline: 17.11.09.

To be delivered in the mailbox of Allessandro Ottavi (Dep. of Mathematical
Sciences, 7th floor, SB II) or sent electronically (pdf) to ottavi@math.ntnu.no.

Only solutions to Problems 1 and 3 are to be submitted.

Exercise 1

Consider the following logistic model: Y1, . . . , YN are assumed independent,
Yi ∼ Binomial(ni, πi), and

ln

(

πi

1 − π

)

= β1 + β2xi,

where xi is a (scalar) covariate.

a) Write the log-likelihood function for y1, . . . , yN expressed by β1, β2 and
(yi, xi), i = 1, . . . , N .

b) Find the score vector U(β1, β2) expressed by β1, β2 and (yi, xi), i =
1, . . . , N by taking the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function
found i a).

c) Equation (4.22) in Dobson (2002) gives the iteration formula in the
method of scoring. Using the expression for U(β1, β2) found in b), find
an expression for the 2×2 information matrix expressed by β1, β2 and
(yi, xi), i = 1, . . . , N . Use this to write down the itartion formula for
our model.

d) Use the general expressions developed in Section 4.3 of Dobson (2002)
(for example equations (4.18) and (4.23)) to find U(β1, β2) and the
information matrix for our model. Show that these expressions are
equal to what you found in b) and c).
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Exercise 2

In a bioassay experiment one has data of the form

(yi, ni, xi, ai)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , N , where

ai = type of toxic substance, one of A1, A2, A3

xi = dose (or some transformation of dose)

ni = number of animals exposed to type ai and dose xi

yi = number of animals killed at type ai and dose xi

a) Describe a GLM setup for this case. In particular show how to include
ai as a factor in the model, and how to include a possible interaction
between ai and xi. Let at this stage the link function be unspecified,
ηi = g(πi).

b) Write down the linear component ηi separately for animals exposed to
each of A1, A2 and A3.

c) Explain how the link-function can be determined using a cumulative
distribution function F0. For which choices of F0 do we get, respec-
tively, the logit link, the probit link and the cloglog link?

d) Assume now the logit link. The median lethal dose LD(50) is defined
(page 126 in Dobson and Barnett) as the dose x such that π(x) =
0.5. For each of the toxic substances A1, A2, A3, find an expression for
LD(50) in terms of the model parameters.

e) Explain (in terms of deviances, degrees of freedom, critical values etc.)
how you would test the null hypothesis that substances A1 and A2

have equal effects.

Exercise 3

In this exercise we will study models for binomial data, which can be used
when the response variable can be thought of as a realisation of a binomial
distribution. Models for the binomial case are one example of generalised
linear model and they can be analysed in R using the function glm. The
function glm has basically the same structure as lm but with some more
arguments to be specified. The main arguments are

glm(formula,family,data,weights,control)

where
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Link Family Name

binomial Gamma gaussian poisson

logit D
probit yes
cloglog yes
identity yes D yes
inverse D

log yes D

Table 1: Exponential families and link functions for GLMs in R

formula as for lm

family gives the name of the specific exponential family to be used, where
there is a choice for links, the name of the link may also be supplied
in parentheses as a parameter, for example binomial(link=probit).
The most used standard family functions and the allowed links are
listed in Table 1 where D indicates the default choice. In this exercise
we will use the binomial family.

data as for lm

weights vector of weights for the data

control parameters to control the iterative estimation process. The only
parameter which may be necessary to change is maxit, which controls
the maximum number of iteration and whose value of 10 is occasionally
too small

In R there are different ways to fit a model to binomial data, the differ-
ence being in the codification of the response variable, namely

• the response is a numeric vector which contains the data in ratio form
yi = si/ni where si is the number of successes and ni the number
of trials. In this case the vector of ni’s has to be specified using the
weights argument

• the response is a logical vector or a two level factor, in this case it is
treated as a 0/1 numerical vector and handled as before

• the response is a two-column matrix where, the first row contains the
number of success si and the second row contains ni − si. In this case
it is not necessary to specify weights, this third form allow R to select
a better starting value for the iterative process.

Load in R the data file using

our.data = read.table("flourBeetle.txt",header=T)
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The data refers to an experiment on the toxicity of insecticide on the flour-
beetle batches. About 50 insects were exposed to varying deposits of spray
measured in mg/10cm2. The type of spray were: DDT, gamma-BHC and a
mixture of both.

a) Compute the empirical logits for the number of killed insects and plot
them against the doses. Make different plots for the three different
sprays. Does the factor spray influence the response variable? Make
the same plot using a new variable ldose = log(dose) instead of dose.
Which of the two do you think will result more significant in the logit
model?
Note: If you have put the computed empirical logits into our.data you
may plot the data with different colours for DDT, BHC and MIX by
first creating an empty plot using

plot(emp.logit∼dose,data=our.data.file,type=”n”)

then adding the DDT data by

points(emp.logit∼dose,

data=subset(our.data,spray==”ddt”),col=”red”)

and thereafter similarly for BHC and MIX.

b) Fit a logit model to the data, include both spray and either dose or
log(dose) but no interaction term. Are the parameters significant?
Choose the better model and provide also confidence intervals for the
model parameters. Note: since the logit link is the default for the
binomial family you don’t need to specify it.

c) Looking at the plots from a), do you think there is a significant effect
of the interaction between spray and dose? Fit a model where also
the interaction term is present and check if it is significant.

d) R gives the possibility to compute the prediction at all the covariate
values in the data set using

pred.prob = predict(fitted.model, type=”response”)

The type="response” option requests the prediction of probabilities,
the default is type=”link” which gives the prediction for the linear
predictor η. Compute the predicted probabilities for both the models
in b) and plot the corresponding observed quantities. Do they suggest
a reasonable fit?

e) Write down the expression for the deviance residuals in the binomial
case. Compute the deviance residuals for the model you have chosen
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in b) and for the model in c) and check if they give any reason to be
unsatisfied about the model.

f) R allows also to compute the probability of death for values of covariate
different from the ones in the data set. First you have to create a new
data set by for example

new.data = data.frame(spray=”ddt”,dose=5)

and then use

predict(fitted.model,newdata=new.data,type=”response”)

to obtain the new probability. We now want to plot the proportions
and the estimated probabilities in one plot to better understand the
quality of the fitted model. Predict the model with no interaction on
a dense grid, say between dose=0 and dose=10 in order to be able to
draw smooth lines. Does the model look satisfactory?

g) Compare the model (with no interaction) where the log-dose is con-
tained only as linear term to a model which additionally contains the
square of log-dose.
Note: In R including a quadratic term as glm(y∼x+x^2) does not
work, instead you should use glm(y∼x+I(x^2))

h) Fit the models in b) using the probit link, is there any big differences?
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